
That Crazy 2020 
Trip Across Iowa Quilt

63” x 80” 

Store Feature Blocks
     •62 Squares Trimmed to 4-1/2”
     • Don’t have enough squares? Use 
the statewide 8” block instead of a 
4-patch or substitute a coordinate 
for the 4-patches

FABRIC YARDAGES
Black/Gray/Taupe Coordinates
     •Seven 1/2 yard cuts  for Crazy 
Eight blocks & 4-patch units
Black Solid For Sashing & binding
     •1-1/2 yds
Backing    •5 yards 
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4-Patch Blocks
     •The 4-Patches were created with 2 store patches and 2 coordinates.
CUTTING:
     •Trim each store’s block to 4-1/2”  62 squares needed
     •From remaining 8” in coordinates, cut 62 squares 4-1/2” x 4-1/2” 
     •Stitch coordinates & store squares to 4-patches. 
     •The 4-patch blocks can be maded entirely scrappy 4-1/2” or as a paired up  
 colorway with matching two companions in each 4-patch.
     •Make 31 total 4-patch units

CUTTING & SEWING INSTRUCTIONS
Crazier Eight Blocks
     •Cut squares of fabric for making the Crazy 8 Blocks
     •From each 1/2 yd cut of coordinates:
 •Cut an 11” strip off each coordinate
 •There will be 7” remaining fabric from cuts for the 4-patch blocks
 •Then sub-cut width of each 11” strip into fourths (approx 10-11” )
     •Stacking a variety of FIVE coordinates 
     •Then Sub-cut width of each 11” strip into fourths (approx 10-11” each)
     •Stacking a variety of FIVE coordinates together. This stack will yield 5 
 blocks, sharing the elements across the blocks
     •Detailed instructions for Creative Grids® Crazier Eight templates are 
 located in the template set and are a fun way to create the blocks.
     • Stitch up 28 Crazier Eight blocks for the finishing kit.
     •As blocks are placed in the quilt, layout, turn the blocks in 90-degree turns  
 that the orientation is not the same for each block. 

Alternate Option
     •The statewide 8-1/2” squares CAN be used alternating to 4-patch or Crazy 
Quilt Block in any of the positions on the quilt. 

Quilt Center
     •Piece together the blocks as shown in diagram so that you have 5 blocks  
 across and 7 blocks down, alternating the blocks.
     •DO consider making this really scrappy and not always putting the blocks 
 in the same orientation for the center.
Sashings
     •Cut 8 strips at 4-1/2” each and sew the strips together for sashing
     •Sew strips to the left and right of the quilt center.
     •Add the pieced borders to the left and right of the quilt center.
     •Cut 4 units from black solid to 4-1/2” x 8-1/2”
     •Stitch together 5 units for the center (top & bottom)
     •Add the black rectangle to the left and right of the 5-unit border.
     •Add ONE Crazy Eight block to the ends
     •Stitch on top and bottom borders.

More Borders?
• Make your quilt BIGGER
• Add a 4-6” border to enlarge and add interest to the quilt.
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